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History-Social Science 
Content

Kindergarten---  Learning and Working Now and Long Ago                         
citizenship, symbols, jobs, calendar, holidays, legends

First--- A Child’s Place in Time and Space                                                      
citizenship, simple maps, basic cultural universals 

Second---People Who Make a Difference                                                           
historical heroes, basic laws and economic concepts, continents and oceans

Third---Continuity and Change                                                                         
American Indians, regions, local historical events

Fourth---California: A Changing State

Fifth---United States History: Making a New Nation

Sixth---World History and Geography: Ancient Civilizations
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The Adopted Curricula 

Kindergarten through Fifth Grade ---        
Scott Foresman History-Social Science for 
California

Sixth Grade                                           
Teacher’s Curriculum Institute’s History Alive! 
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Components of Scott 
Foresman History-Social 

Science
Each lesson covers a CA standard

Three “paths” or teaching approaches to each lesson

Text Path- student read and answer 
comprehension questions

Digital Path- students utilize the online resources 
and watch a video clip

Active Path-students participate in an activity
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Benefits

Teachers can easily “cover” the standards

Literacy is a primary focus

Teachers have a choice in how they teach

Digital Path, Text Path, Active Path
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Drawbacks

Technical problems with Digital Path

Activities are not engaging, according to 
teachers, so they must supplement

Students express boredom, according to 
students survey 
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Purpose of Scott Foresman 
Program

Academic- Literacy Skills

Academic vocabulary

Round-robin reading

Highlighting text

Answering comprehension questions
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Components of 
History Alive!

Interactive lessons- non-routine

Cooperative learning- mixed-ability groups

Howard Gardener’s Multiple Intelligences

Graphic organizers and accessible text

Open-ended questions
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Benefits 

Students are motivated to learn

Information is accessible to all students

Activities are already exciting- no need to 
supplement
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Drawbacks

Takes time to prepare for interactive lessons 

Teacher materials are confusing-            
teacher needs three books to run a lesson

For some, less teacher control and more 
student interactions and decisions may be 
uncomfortable
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Purposes

Academic- critical thinking

Social and Civic development- multiple 
solutions to problems, teamwork

Developing individual talents- multiple ways 
to show learning
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Student Survey
In fifth grade, reading the text helped me remember historical facts 
and ideas.                                                      33% agree 67% disagree

In sixth grade, reading the text helps me remember historical facts 
and ideas.                                                      63% agree 37% disagree

In fifth grade we participated in exciting activities that helped me 
remember historical facts and ideas.        56% agree 44% disagree

In sixth grade we participate in exciting activities that help me 
remember historical facts and ideas.         94% agree 6% disagree

History was my favorite subject in fifth grade. 23% agree 77% disagree

History is my favorite subject in sixth grade. 61% agree 39% disagree
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Rigor, Relevance, Relationships 
District Purposes-Academic, Personal, and Social 
Development

Criteria for judging programs based on district’s 
philosophy, research on learning, surveys and interviews

Scott Foresman offers some rigor, little relevance to 
students’ lives, and few opportunities to form 
relationships with peers.

TCI offers rigor for many levels, opening and closing 
activities that connect to students lives, and peer 
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Proposal

Create History-Social Science district 
standards- communication to families and 
community, direction to teachers

Adopt TCI for lower grade levels-                  
shift purpose from literacy to learning history-
raise excitement about learning-allow for 
socializing, team-building, and problem solving

Send teachers to TCI trainings
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What are students learning 
and retaining?

How people learn: Brian, mind, and experience in school

Learning with understanding--connecting facts leads 
to “usable knowledge”-- Brandsford, et al (1999)

In TCI students experience simulations, grapple 
with decisions based on their own experience, and 
connect the past to today.

Examples: Egyptian hierarchy compared to school 
heirarchierarchyhy; using Chinese philosophies to 
create a new school philosophy; making the river 
Nile and choosing where to settle
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Building on prior knowledge

Preview Activity for each lesson

Closing activity links preview lesson to knew learning

Open-ended (no right or wrong answers)

Making connections to current knowledge

Examples: monuments today compared to monuments 
on the Nile; classroom management experiences in 
school leads to creating a new philosophy

What are students learning and 
retaining?
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Meta-cognition leads to independent learners

Students make decisions about what 
learnings they will present and how they 
will present them

In simulations, success is dependent on the 
choices students make

Examples: Expert group activities, 
Ancient Greek trading simulations, 
government style activity

What are students learning and 
retaining?
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It is difficult to tell if students are retaining 
information from TCI--most move onto 
another district after sixth grade

No district standards, no common 
assessments

What are students learning and 
retaining?
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Create History-Social Science district 
standards- communication to families and 
community, direction to teachers

Adopt TCI for lower grade levels-                  
shift purpose from literacy to learning 
history-raise excitement about learning-allow 
for socializing, team-building, and problem 
solving

Send teachers to TCI trainings

Proposal
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